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Abstract
This paper presents an iterative algorithm for solving the
parametric robust H2 controller synthesis problem and
analyzes the convergence properties of the algorithm on
several examples. Iterative procedures are normally applied to a large class of robust control design problems
in which the formulation naturally leads to bilinear matrix inequalities (BMIs). It is dicult to make concrete
statements about the behavior of these iterative algorithms, except that it is often conjectured that the cost
in each step of the solution procedure is reduced, which
implies that the algorithms should converge to a local
minimum. Similar diculties exist for the new LMIbased iterative algorithm that we have recently proposed
to solve the BMIs that occur in robust H2 control design.
The e ectiveness of the new algorithm has already been
demonstrated on several numerical examples. This paper adds an important component to the discussion on
the convergence of the new algorithm by verifying that
it eciently converges to the optimal solution. In the
process, we provide some new key insights on the proposed design technique which indicate that it exhibits
properties similar to the D{K iteration of the complex
=Km-synthesis.

1 Introduction
The bilinear matrix inequality (BMI) approach has been
demonstrated to be e ective for solving the complex/real
=Km synthesis problems [1, 2]. The global optimization of BMIs is NP-hard, and it is unlikely that there
is a polynomial time algorithm to compute the optimal
solutions [3, 4]. However, Goh et al. [5, 6] devised algorithms for solving the BMI problem via a straightforward
method, i.e., using the currently available LMI tools,
such as [7, 8, 9, 10]. The approach is to alternately minimize the performance cost subject to BMI constraints
with respect to some variables where the other variables
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are xed, and vice versa. They have demonstrated that
the iterative technique based on the BMI framework improves the guaranteed lower bounds to multivariable stability margins of the closed-loop system by 10% over
the corresponding results from the D{K iteration with
no increase in the controller order. A key advantage of
the BMI technique is that it enables control engineers
to address several open problems of the robust control
synthesis, namely the complex/real =Km synthesis via
dynamical scalings or multipliers, the xed order control
synthesis, and the decentralized controller architecture.
El Ghaoui and Balakrishnan [11] have concurrently proposed a similar approach using the numerical optimization in the synthesis of xed-structure controllers and
it has been demonstrated to work well on simple examples. However, on complicated objectives, such as control
designs to minimize an H2 cost function, the iterative
technique has been found to converge very slowly, if at
all. Furthermore, a thorough study of the convergence
behavior of the iterative algorithms in Refs. [5, 6, 11]
remains to be done in order to better understand the
e ectiveness and eciency of these approaches.
The robust controller synthesis algorithm was improved
by El Ghaoui and Folcher leading to a more systematic
design approach for systems with unstructured uncertainty [12] and structured uncertainty [13]. The design
objectives considered include robust stability, robust H2
performance, robust settling time, and robust input peak
bound. A heuristic algorithm [14], which is a local optimization, is used to solve these BMI problems. The algorithm produces dynamic, output-feedback controllers of
the order equal to or smaller than the order of the nominal system. However, the single quadratic Lyapunov
function used in Refs. [12, 13, 14] can be a source of
signi cant conservatism in the robust control design for
systems with real parametric uncertainty.
We have extended the design procedure in Refs. [12, 13]
to develop a new synthesis algorithm for systems with
parametric uncertainty. This controller synthesis combines the robust stability analysis with Popov multipliers and robust performance bounds on the total output

energy for systems subject to sector bounded nonlinear
uncertainty [15]. An extension of this synthesis that incorporates generalized multipliers to capture real parametric uncertainty is discussed in [16].
We also take advantage of the closed-loop system structure to eliminate some design parameters from the problem formulation and use an iterative procedure to calculate the remaining variables. Exploiting the structure of
design parameters in the synthesis formulation appears
to signi cantly improve the convergence of the algorithm.
The main result of this paper is to numerically verify that
the iterative algorithm presented in Ref. [15] eciently
converges to the optimal solution. In the process, we
compute a global optimum for this BMI problem by an
exhaustive search. While the exhaustive search is not
particularly ecient, this process is similar in many ways
to the proposed global BMI optimizations [5, 6] and provides a simple check of the iterative solution.

2 Problem Statement

We consider the Lur'e system described by
x_ = Ax + Bp p + Bw w + Bu u
q = Cq x + Dqp p + Dqw w + Dqu u
z = Cz x + Dzp p + Dzw w + Dzu u
(1)
y = Cy x + Dyp p + Dyw w + Dyu u
p = (q);
where x : R+ ! Rn is the state, u : R+ ! Rnu is the
control input, w : R+ ! Rnw is the disturbance input,
y : R+ ! Rny is the measured output, z : R+ ! Rnz is
the performance output, q : R+ ! Rnp and p : R+ !
Rnp are the input/output of the nonlinear uncertainty
. The nonlinear perturbation  is assumed to satisfy
the sector bound [0; 1], i.e.,  2  where
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The description of the Lur'e system also includes an important class of uncertain systems described by
x_ = (A + A)x + Bw w + Bu u
z = Cz x + Dzw w + Dzu u
(2)
y = Cy x + Dyw w + Dyu u
A 2 U ;
where
8
9
nn : A = Bp DCq ;
< A 2 R
=
U := : D = diag(1 ; : : : ; np );
:
where i 2 [0; 1]; 8 i = 1; : : : ; np : ;
In control theory, (2) is referred to as the system subject
to real parametric uncertainty [17, 18]. This special case
of the Lur'e system occurs when the functions i are linear, i.e., i () = i , where i 2 [0; 1]; 8 i = 1; : : : ; np .
For well-posedness, we will assume that Dzw is identically zero, and to signi cantly simplify the analysis and

synthesis, we assume Dzp , Dqp , Dqw , and Dqu are identically zero. We are interested in nding a strictly proper
full order LTI controller of the form

x_ c = Ac xc + Bc y; u = Cc xc ;
where xc : R+ ! Rn is the controller state, Ac , Bc ,
and Cc are constant matrices of appropriate size. The
design objective is to guarantee the robust stability and
minimize an upper bound of the worst case H2 performance. As discussed in Ref. [15], by applying the Popov
robust H2 performance analysis to the closed-loop Lur'e
system, the control design problem can be formulated as
a non-convex optimization over the variables P~ , , T ,
Ac , Bc and Cc , i.e.,
h

i

minimize TrB~wT P~ + C~qT C~q B~w
subject to P~ > 0;   0; T  0;

A~T P~ + P~ A~ + C~zT C~z P~ B~p + A~T C~qT  + C~qT T
B~pT P~ + C~q A~ + T C~q C~q B~p + B~pT C~qT  , 2T
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3 Solution Procedure

We note that (3) is a BMI problem, i.e., there are product terms involving the analysis variables (P~ , , and T )
and compensator variables (Ac , Bc , and Cc ) in the performance objective and constraints. Observing the structure of the compensator parameters in the last matrix inequality in (3), the rst step of the design procedure is to
eliminate some controller parameters from the problem
formulation. We then solve for the remaining variables,
and use these results to construct the controllers. An iterative algorithm is used to calculate the compensators,
but in the process the procedure capitalizes on the very
ecient design tools [7, 8, 9, 10] that are available for
solving LMI problems. The resulting compensators are
full-order, and cannot include architecture constraints.
However, the solution procedure is very robust which reduces the user workload. Furthermore, this approach is
easily expandable to include other sophisticated analysis
tests such as one in Ref. [16].

3.1 The V{K Iteration

Since the controller matrix Ac only appears in the last
matrix constraint in (3), it is possible to reduce the number of variables in the problem by eliminating Ac . Applying the Elimination Lemma [19, page 32], it is not

which yields Popov multiplier parameters ( and T ). For
the K iteration or synthesis iteration, the second and
third LMI problem are solved. The solution parameters
of the second LMI problem, i.e., (4) with xed multiplier parameters, implicitly includes the input/output
compensator matrices (Bc and Cc ) as variables. After
obtaining Bc and Cc , the dynamics of the compensator
Ac can be computed by solving the third LMI problem
(5). At this point a robust compensator, which guarantees the robust stability and satis es the upper bound of
the worst case H2 performance, is completely calculated.
We then repeat the procedure until satisfying the stopping criterion, such as the decrease in the upper bound
of the worst case H2 performance is less than a given
absolute and relative accuracy.
Remark 3.1 This solution procedure is not guaranteed
to converge globally, but our experience is that it eciently converges to a local optimum. We will demonstrate the convergence of the alogithm and compare the
iterative and optimal solution in the numerical example
in x4. Note that each step of the V{K iteration can be
solved very eciently by a previously developed semidefinite programming algorithm sp [8] and very easily coded
using a user-friendly interface sdpsol [10].
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(4)
where
F11 = PA + AT P + ZCy + CyT Z T + CzT Cz ;
F12 = PBp + ZDyp + AT CqT  + CqT T;
F22 = Cq Bp + BpT CqT  , 2T;
H11 = AQ + QAT + Bu Y + Y T BuT ;
H12 = Bp + (QA + Y T BuT )CqT  + QCqT T;
T ; H22 = Cq Bp + B T C T  , 2T:
H13 = QCzT + Y T Dzu
p q
Given that there exist P; Q; Y; Z; X;  and T satisfying (4), we can construct a controller by the following steps. First, by the Completion Lemma [20],
we
compute P~ , which is parameterized by P~ =

P
M
M T M T (P , Q,1),1 M , where M is an arbitrary
invertible matrix. Because M corresponds to a change
of coordinates in the controller states, the choice of M
has no e ect on the controller transfer function [12, 13].
After P~ is constructed, we proceed by computing the input/output controller matrices (Bc and Cc ), which are
parameterized by Bc = M ,1 Z and Cc = Y (I ,PQ),1 M .
With P~ , , T , Bc , and Cc determined, it suces to nd
Ac satisfying the last matrix constraint in (3) which can
then be formulated as an LMI feasibility problem in Ac ,
i.e.,
nd Ac satisfying G~ + V ATc U T + UAc V T < 0; (5)
where G~ , U , and V are de ned as
"
~T ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~
~ ~ ~T
~T ~ T
G~ := A~0T P~ + P A~0 + Cz~C~z P B~ p ~+ Cq ~TT+~ TA0 Cq 
Bp P + T Cq + Cq A0 Cq Bp + Bp Cq  , 2T




V := J~T 0 T ; U := J~T P~ 0 T ;




Bu Cc ; J~ := 0 :
A~0 := A

Bc Cy Bc Dyu Cc

I

Since there are product terms involving compensator parameters and the Popov parameters in (3) and (4), our
approach to solving the non-convex optimization problems is based on an iterative procedure. The proposed
algorithm, which we call the V{K iteration, basically alternates between three di erent LMI problems, i.e., (3)
with xed compensator parameters, (4) with xed multiplier parameters, and (5). The rst LMI problem, considered as the V iteration or analysis iteration, is to solve
(3) with xed compensator parameters (Ac , Bc , and Cc )

Remark 3.2 There are two important distinctions be-

tween the V{K iteration and the D{K iteration of the
complex =Km synthesis. First, in our approach there
are shared variables between each iteration: speci cally,
P~ is the common variable between the V iteration and K
iteration (where P~ appears as P; Q; X; Y and Z ). However, for the D{K iteration, the D iteration (the robust
analysis with or without curve tting) is entirely separate
from the K iteration (the H1 synthesis). We conjecture
that these shared variables play a key role in the eciency of the convergence of this new algorithm to a local
optimum. Second, the new solution procedure also eliminates the curve- tting of the structured singular value
because the multiplier can be parameterized in the synthesis formulation and these multiplier parameters are
solved simultaneously with the controller parameters.

#

;

Remark 3.3 As a consequence of the systematic solution procedure and concise representation of the robust
H2 control design, this technique can easily be extended
to consider the H1 norm, instead of the H2 cost, for de-

signing parametric robust controllers [21]. In contrast,
there appears to be no direct simple extension for the
current robust H1 control approaches to include the H2
cost. This shows a unique versatility of our iterative algorithm for designing robust controllers.

3.2 The Global BMI Optimization

In this subsection, we present a simple global optimization technique for computing the optimal solution of (4).
We rst note that when the Popov multiplier parameters ( and T ) are xed, the optimization problem (4)

At each node, we can solve the corresponding semide nite program and obtain the upper bound of the worst
case H2 performance. As discussed in Ref. [6], the solution of (4) is a locally Lipschitz continuous function over
a bounded set of the multiplier parameters. Therefore,
the optimal robust performance is the least upper bound
of the worst case H2 performance over these nodes. Since
the accuracy of the optimal value depends on the grid
size, we must increase the number of nodes in a particular region to obtain a more precise solution. In general,
the exhaustive search is not a particular ecient nor elegant method to calculate the optimal solution since the
dimension (i.e., the number of nodes) grows exponentially with the number of the nonlinearities. However,
in practice this approach provides the simplest available
method of solving the global optimization for BMI problems, and thus is very useful for investigating the convergence of the V{K iteration on simple systems.
Remark 3.4 Goh et al. [5, 6] have attempted to achieve
global solutions of BMI problems via branch and bound
algorithms. The lower bounds are computed by using
local optimization algorithms and the upper bounds are
calculated from a relaxed version of the BMI problems,
i.e., by introducing new variables to represent the products of the original variables. This approach has been
demonstrated to converge for non-control examples, but
to the best of our knowledge, it has not been applied
to the very complex robust control design problem discussed in this paper.

4 Numerical Examples

We demonstrate the convergence of the iterative algorithm for the Popov H2 controller synthesis on the three
mass-spring benchmark system [22] (see Figure 1). We
rst consider the case that the second spring constant
has 5% uncertainty, i.e., k2 = k2;nom (1 + ), where
k2;nom is the nominal value and  2 [,0:05; 0:05]. The
system parameters are m1 = m2 = m3 = 1, k1 = 1, and
k2;nom = 1. To apply this Popov H2 synthesis technique,
we e ectively approximate the uncertainty in the spring
sti ness as k2 (x) = k2;nom [x + (x)], where  = 0:05

x1
m1

k1

w

x2
m2

k2

x3
m3

u

Figure 1: Con guration of the three mass-spring sys-

tem.
is a measure of the guaranteed uncertainty bound, and
(x) is a [,1; 1] sector-bounded memoryless nonlinear
function of the spring displacement, x. The iterative algorithm in x3.1 is used to compute the robust controller,
where the stopping criterion is based on 1% absolute and
relative accuracy. The history of the V{K iteration is
summarized in Table 1. As shown in the table, the V{K
iteration yields the Popov H2 controller after only four
iterations.
Table 1: Summary of the V{K iteration of the Popov
H2 controller designed for the three massspring system with 5% guaranteed uncertainty of the second spring constant.
Iter. Up bnd % Error Multiplier parameters
# H2 Cost H2 Cost

T
0
47.087 168.698 45.358
91.420
1
17.605
0.464
1.437
3.101
2
17.530
0.036
1.478
2.559
3
17.525
0.003
1.474
2.427
Opt 17.524
0
1.474
2.378

Upper bound of H2 Cost

is simply a semide nite program in the remaining variables P , Z , Q, Y , and X . Hence, we can nd the optimal solution by taking a ne grid of nodes in some
closed bounded space of the multiplier parameters, i.e.,
T 2 [L; U ][TL; TU ], where 0  L;i < U;i < 1,
and 0  TL;i < TU;i < 1; i = 1; : : : ; np . This restriction on the multiplier space is consistent with the assumption required for global optimization techniques of
the general BMI problems [6]. The initial space of the
multiplier parameters can be speci ed by letting (L,
TL) equal to zero, and (U , TU ) be the values computed
from the Popov robust H2 performance analysis of the
closed-loop Lur'e system in which controller parameters
are given and xed. Then, the search is re ned to regions
of interest that contain local minima.
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Figure 2: Mesh plots of the H2 cost overbounds as a
function of the multiplier parameters.

As discussed in x3.2, the optimal solution can be computed by rst coarsely gridding a closed bounded space
of the multiplier parameters, i.e., the set of total 93  47
nodes over the space   T 2 [0; 92]  [0; 46] with an
equal grid size. This region was selected to include the
constraints on (; T ) and the initial value of the V{K iteration. The surface of the H2 cost overbound is shown
in Figure 2. We then re ned the region, particularly near
the local optimum to obtain a new set of 41  41 nodes
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Figure 4: Mesh plots of the H2 cost overbounds as a
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over the subspace   T 2 [0:7; 2:2]  [1:2; 3:6] with an
even grid size. The contour plots shown in Figure 3 and
the mesh plots shown in Figure 4 illustrate the worst case
H2 cost overbounds over this re ned multiplier space.
Note that these plots display only the re ned region of
the search grid. The rst surprising observation seen
in these gures is that there is only one local minimum
over the entire grid. Furthermore, the worst case H2 cost
overbound behaves like a convex function in this region of
the multiplier parameters. In three dimensions, the cost
surface shown in Figure 4 looks like smooth paraboloid
which has a local minimum at  = 1:474 and T = 2:378.

15

:

2

Figure 3: Contour plots of the H2 cost overbounds as

a function of the multiplier parameters over
a re ned region.
We continue the discussion of the convergence of the V{
K iteration by drawing the path connecting the multiplier of each iteration marked by \" in Figure 3 and
4. Note that the optimal Popov multiplier computed by
the exhaustive search is marked by \" in these gures
and also shown in Table 1. Labels next to the contour
lines of Figure 3 represent the percentage cost increment
with respect to the optimal H2 cost overbound. The initial multiplier, as shown in the table, lies far outside the
region of the contour plot depicted in these gures. However, after the rst iteration, the algorithm results in a
multiplier for which the worst case H2 cost overbound is
within 0:5% of the optimal value. As shown in this gure, the algorithm stops after the third iteration which
corresponds to a worst case H2 cost overbound within
0:01% of the optimal value. This result clearly shows
that in this case, the algorithm converges to the optimal
solution.
To further demonstrate that the algorithm converges locally for systems with multiple nonlinearities, we consider the second case of the three mass-spring system
where the sti nesses of both springs are uncertain with
5% guaranteed bounds. As before, we compute the
Popov H2 controller using the V{K iteration in x3.1.
For the stopping criterion of 1% accuracy, four itera-

function of the multiplier parameters over a
re ned region.
tions are required to solve for this robust controller.
Table 2 summarizes the history of the V{K iteration
for the case with two uncertainties. The exhaustive
search procedure described in x3.2 was used to calculate the optimal solution for the BMI problem (4). The
coarse grid (114 nodes) was uniformly taken over the
parameter space   T = diag(1 ; 2 )  diag(1 ; 2 ),
1 2 [1; 3]; 2 2 [1; 3]; 1 2 [1:3; 3:8], and 2 2 [1; 3]. After carefully observing the location of a local minimum,
we re ned the search to 94 nodes with an even grid size
over the parameter region   T , 1 2 [1:8; 2:2]; 2 2
[1:7; 2:1]; 1 2 [2:3; 2:8], and 2 2 [1:8; 2:2]. Of course,
there is no convenient visualization tool, so only numerical results are presented here in Table 2. As shown
previously in the one uncertainty case, the overbound
of the worst case H2 performance is monotonically decreasing during the iterative solution. Furthermore, at
the third iteration, the algorithm yields a solution that
is very close to the optimum, i.e., to within 0:01%. Note
however that the multiplier parameters from the V{K iteration shown in the table are not as close to the optimal
ones in this case.
These convergence results are typical of the trends seen
for each Popov H2 control design presented in Ref. [15].
To the best of our knowledge, this analysis indicates that,
for these numerical examples, the V{K iteration has in
fact converged to the globally optimal solution.

Table 2: Summary of the V{K iteration of the Popov
H2 controller designed for the three massspring system with 5% guaranteed uncer-

tainty of both spring constants.
Iter. Up bnd % Error
Multiplier parameters
# H2 Cost H2 Cost
1 ; 2
1 ; 2
0
19.772
0.79
1.421, 1.316 2.383, 1.872
1
19.650
0.16
1.735, 1.628 2.469, 1.936
2
19.625
0.04
1.883, 1.784 2.499, 1.966
3
19.620
0.01
1.954, 1.859 2.512, 1.978
Opt 19.618
0
2.013, 1.923 2.520, 1.985

5 Conclusions

This paper presents convergence results of the LMIbased iterative algorithm for solving the Popov H2 controller synthesis problem. Our approach has already
been shown to yield consistent Popov H2 controllers,
when compared with compensators designed by quasiNewton search technique. The numerical results presented here indicate that the V{K iteration converges to
the optimal solution in a few iterations and demonstrates
the eciency of the proposed algorithm in practice. In
the process, we use a simple exhaustive search to compute the BMI global optimization, but this technique is
limited to BMI problems with a small number of uncertainties. The convergence of the V{K iteration con rms
our previous design experience and, more importantly,
it o ers key insights into the design methodology and
the bene ts of exploiting the structure of the controller
matrices. Because of the low overhead associated with
developing and implementing the LMI optimization, the
V{K iteration can be easily extended to other sophisticated analysis tests and controller constraints.
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